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Abstract- In this paper we are analyzing that daily routine obstacles no matter how small, needs to be paid 

attention but still it cannot solve at particular time. In this era, all type of people facing problems day-to-day life 

and they have solution but it is not on right time. We live in the place where we give importance to happenings 

of daily life and do not have time or knowledge that how easily a problem could be tackled due to lack of 

contacts and less awareness about useful technology even though it has established to serve comfort, also for the 

people don’t want to go outside for getting solutions because less communication skills and contacts, so putting 

all the stuff in mind we came up with such innovative idea which is mobile application “NO PROBLEM”. In 

this application people register their problems and we have solution on right time. It is like a chance for the 

customer to solve their problem like home delivery. Everyone requires solutions of their problems on touch of 

their fingers this is where our solutions are taken into considerations 

 

1. INTRODUCTION. 
                       

As we all know that all things are customer oriented in market. Time problem due to robotic and monotonous 

life of humans, everyone requires solutions of their problems on time within snap of their fingers so here we are 

taken into considerations. On other hand some cases might where people have ample of time, but laziness 

causes trouble to search out for a solution. India being a place of billions, but practically services is not available 

on right time and also on right place. There is less one-to-one communication leads to delay in getting help or 

solutions on the problems which are supposed to be looked on top of priority. There are many solutions which 

are already being found out but the lack of implementation is noticed also this will help in contributing in social 

conditions of the nation to serve best of best towards an individual. Also today’s world needs to deal with 

toxicity level in the environment by any means namely plastic disposal problem, garbage and sanitary issues 

which are required to be minimized at these areas our solutions could be effective. We are looking for a green 

world too. 
2. WHERE WE WILL IMPLEMENT? 

 

                Making our motive crystal clear and marking areas of requirement, the following implementation 

could possibly be done to serve for betterment. 

2.1 Household Management. 

2.2 Festivals. 

2.3 Functions or Ceremony. 

2.4 Maintenance required.  
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2.5 Pollution areas.  

2.6 Unemployment problem 

 

3. HOW TO IMPLEMENT? 
 

Our main motive is to save time of the customers so our mobile application is based upon time management as 

well as service is provided with an assurance to solve problems related to day-to-day routines and to 

environment also. Taking this generation into consideration everyone is dependent and moving rapidly so fast 

with the help of technology and networking. People are so connected to each other with the help of social 

media and mobile technologies that it has became a sort of necessity for today’s generation. Thus we decided to 

catch hold of this technology for making it easier for everyone, just sign up to the “NO PROBLEM” mobile 

application.  This is the instant solution for all kind of problems either for individual or for the society. 

Implementation of our plan is for person to person starting from household places, shops, family gatherings, for 

festivals and ceremonies, etc. We’ll also be providing online website services similar to mobile application. 

                

Implementation starts with creating contact and building up the network between costumers and workers 

community. Workers or event contractors such as electricians, plumbers, mechanic, painters, gardeners, etc. will 

firstly contacted by our team no matter how far, they’ll be made aware about this plan and ease of technology, 

they’ll get one step closer to technology and won’t need to search for jobs every now and then. Every particular 

region will comprise of a series of workers they will be connected all at once with the help of mobile app. 

 

                 One the other hand, topic related to environment would be tackled by replacing hazardous products 

such as plastic bags, POP statues of devi or ganpati during festivals, thermocol disposals, chemical colors during 

holi, etc. by paper bags, eco-friendly statues, eco-friendly or bio-degradable disposals, eco-friendly colors, etc. 

respectively. Yes, the above solutions are present but lack in implementation. Our plan will also make the world 

change and the hazardous product which trying to deplete human traces slowly and gradually. 

 

4. WHICH THING ATTRACTS SOCIETY? 
 

4.1 Without customers, business cannot run so “NO PROBLEM” has main focus to attract customers as 

much as they can so providing them door-to-door service as early as possible in any situation.  

4.2 Also we’ll be offering rewards and discount coupons to consumer on every time they sell out their 

plastic belongings. This discount could be beneficial for their next any household services like plumbing, 

painting, etc. this will attract more and more numbers of customer, after all that’s what discounts do.  

4.3 The technology will save a lot of consumer as well as workers time and extra efforts and that is top 

required priority of every consumer. 
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5. WORKING AND SERVICES. 
 

 
Fig.5.1. Classification of Problems 

 

Basically, we will be acting as a middle-man just like online shopping sites and applications who are working out 

there on today’s date in present India’s market. Consumers going to need services and we will be look for their 

solutions to find the proper worker required to that problem. Ease of consumer also job offer both of them 

could be satisfied simultaneously.   

                   

The problem faced in day to day life is solved by “NO PROBLEM” mobile application. Basically problems such 

as household maintenances services are required for people but they are not able to physically go out and reach 

for repairing and maintenance shop then people will use this application. Then the nearby repairing shop will get 

hired for that particular job. This will save time of people to get out and search different repairing shops and 

elaborate the problem personally. This application will manage all this things  

                   

Another use will be event managing, the customer just need to enter the kind of event or occasion is to be 

managed the network will analyze and track required event manager to provide party decoration, lightning and 

sound system also catering for the beautiful event just need to sign up the app and enjoy the event. 
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Fig.5.2. Services Provided 

                  Also looking forward towards environment, it’s or duty to lower the hazard which is going to make 

the society sick and therefore our application also provide large range of eco friendly product such as eco-

friendly colors during Holy festival this will lower the risk of skin disease from harmful chemical colors. 

Similarly, during Ganpati festival the statues will be provided made up of soil and natural components and not 

by POP [Plaster of Paris] reducing water pollution as they take time to dissolve in water or sometimes they 

doesn’t. Major threat to surrounding is plastic; our network will collect plastic from door to door and try to 

replace that with paper bags or eco friendly disposals like dishes and bowls made naturally and easily disposable. 

Like plastic, the team of our will collect paper litter or scrap and hand it over to recycling units. 

                Customer in usually urban areas face problems such as maid or cook, tutor for their children to help 

this we will track such community of worker in particular nearby location this will indirectly provide 

employment to needed one and customer will be satisfied too. 

  

6. BENEFITS OF “NO PROBLEM” 
 

                  “NO PROBLEM” mobile application is a new and a most required idea which will come in market 

and will be welcomed by people who are always excited and eager about such new ideas which are going to 

fulfill their requirements. There are some advantages of “NO PROBLEM” application which are as follows. 
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6.1 People in this generation are always excited to solve problems with no input, so as per survey our new 

application “NO PROBLEM” mobile application is the best way to fulfill people’s requirement in any situation, 

how remotely far they are. 

6.2 Everyone is not similar, this means this app would be beneficial for people who are physically 

challenged, old age group who need to depend on some or the other every now and then. 

6.3 Due to E-commerce human comfort could be achieved easily. 

6.4 It is very beneficial for the repairing and maintenance entrepreneur who are willing to setup their 

workplace by purchasing any shop or go down but can’t effort, so they can be contacted through our service for 

work on the basis of daily wages. 

6.5 Also there are many conditions where the worker is idle due to no work opportunity. Even to them a 

better platform for daily work can be arranged as per requirement. 

6.6 We can reduce pollution by providing eco-friendly materials. 

6.7 We can collect useful waste from peoples and provide them rewards in the form of discount on their 

next service. 

 

7. FUTURE SCOPE. 
 

7.1 With respect to environmental aspects, every small step such as usage of eco-friendly product could 

contribute towards bigger change to society.  

7.2 Anybody could be able to be a part to serve the consumer technical or non-technical, so job 

opportunities would be on demand. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

               As discussed above this idea will possibly change and ease day-to-day life. This covers a lot of 

important agendas like services at door step, environment control, or opportunities of job, etc. in one shot. No 

need of different mobile applications or websites for every different problem or obstacle. Most importantly 

India will be one step forward towards ‘Digital India’.  
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